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Tracing Networks of Efficacy  
The Diverse Agencies of Objects in 
 Tibetan Buddhist Material Culture 

 
This presentation will discuss the roles of objects in Tibetan Buddhist material culture through describing 
an unusual compilation of writings about tantric ritual objects and analyzing in particular the most 
extensive text included therein—an 18th century treatise on tantric Buddhist material culture connected 
with the tradition of Orgyan Mindröling monastery (O rgyan sMin grol gling). The talk will attempt to trace 
the notions of efficacy operative in this treatise, focusing on a few key items. It will also attempt to model 
through an inquiry into the patterns of such notions of efficacy and their relationships how understanding 
indigenous Tibetan rationales for the nature and function of ritual objects might be aided by 
methodological inspiration from the reflections of Bruno Latour and the Actor-Network Theory he helped 
articulate.  
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